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It is widely appreciated that medicine is in the midst of rapid technologic change, and that new tests, procedures, and interventions are being developed at such a rate that the clinician is hard pressed to keep up. It has been shown that the reading of medical journals constitutes the leading way whereby physicians are first exposed to new developments in their field. Critical reading of the literature is therefore essential if the physician is to assess the validity and applicability of published studies and to decide upon changes in his or her clinical practice based upon new scientific evidence.

Many observers have recognized the need for more critical reading skills and habits for physicians to appraise adequately the clinical literature. Based upon a belief that "most physicians lack the methodologic competence in clinical epidemiology, statistics, and decision analysis" to make judgments on conflicting data and to assess the applicability of new clinical approaches, the American College of Physicians has launched a new program, the Clinical Efficacy Assessment Project.

The need for sharpening of critical reading skills poses a special challenge in family practice. Although an increasing proportion of family physicians have completed three-year family practice residencies, research and critical reading skills are not emphasized in many programs. Only a small cadre of family physicians are well grounded in clinical epidemiology, biostatistics, and related disciplines. At the same time, the amount of clinical and health services research in primary care and family practice is constantly increasing, as evidenced by the growing body of published work in this journal. In response to this problem, two new directions are charted in this issue of The Journal, both intended to foster more critical reading of the maturing literature base of family medicine. Controversies in Family Practice is a new feature inaugurated with the pro and con position papers of Kamerow and Campbell on the question of whether screening is worthwhile for mental health problems in family practice. The second addition is a commentary piece that will appear each month accompanying one or more original papers in The Journal. This is illustrated by Gehlbach's commentary on the paper by Corey and Merenstein on the use of a predictive instrument for acute ischemic heart disease.

The Controversies in Family Practice feature will appear regularly in future issues. It is intended to be provocative and to deal with controversial and timely issues in a scholarly and constructive way. Opposing views will be presented on both sides of an important issue, each argued more on the basis of the evidence than on opinion. Future topics of this feature in coming months will address the role of the routine baseline electrocardiogram, screening mammography, screening sigmoidoscopy, and drug treatment of mild hypertension.

Commentary on selected papers is intended to assist the reader in better understanding the research techniques being used in these papers, as well as to help with appraisal of the clinical significance and applicability of the reported work to everyday clinical practice. Commentary may have various forms, including critiquing of research design and interpretation of results, highlighting the clinical significance of results, and suggesting directions for future research.

As an increasing number of clinical studies are carried out in family practice settings, family physicians are beginning to base their clinical approaches and standards of care on the results of clinical studies in primary care and family practice settings instead of on the results of studies in referral settings. Whereas some precepts of family medicine were necessarily adopted as articles of faith in the specialty's early years, the field is now in a position to reassess many of these precepts based upon documented experience. It is hoped that our two new approaches, Controversies in Family Practice and Commentary on selected papers, will help the readership to assess more critically the literature in the field and to stimulate constructive debate so important in any clinical and academic discipline. Feedback and suggestions from the readership are invited and welcomed.
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THE JOURNAL OF FAMILY PRACTICE is a peer-reviewed scientific journal specifically intended to meet the needs of the developing specialty of family practice. Manuscripts are considered in relation to their significance in the advancement and definition of the discipline of family medicine, the extent to which they represent original work, and their interest to the practicing family physician. High priority is given to clinical studies that have practical implications for improved patient care. Some papers that are accepted for publication will be selected for concurrent commentary by other invited authors addressing issues raised by the papers. Manuscripts are considered individually on the basis of content, originality, and relevance to the goal of this journal.

Contributions in the form of original articles, feature articles, and position papers are invited. All articles should include a careful compilation of bibliography. Letters to the Editor are also encouraged, including observations, opinion, corrections, and comment on topics under discussion in the journal. THE JOURNAL OF FAMILY PRACTICE publishes the following features:

**Original Articles.** Clinical aspects of family practice, representing the family physician's perspective on health, illness, and the family: family practice and health care delivery, addressing the relation of family practice to other clinical disciplines, allied health fields, and community resources; medicolegal matters, audit methods, or practice management; or changing patterns of health care; education in family practice; or research in family practice relating to any of the above broad areas.

**Clinical Review.** In-depth survey papers of specific disease entities or treatment modalities.

**Controversies in Family Practice.** A feature involving pro and con position papers on controversial issues in family practice.

**Problems in Family Practice.** Based on common problems, such articles describe the family physician's approach to diagnosis, management, counseling, and prevention.

**Procedures in Family Practice.** The role, indications, contraindications, technique, and related aspects of diagnostic or therapeutic procedures of value in everyday practice.

**Education for Family Practice.** Articles dealing with curriculum, teaching methods, and evaluation at undergraduate, graduate, or postgraduate levels.

**Family Practice Grand Rounds.** Normally based on a formal teaching conference involving a case presentation and multidisciplinary discussion of a clinical subject.

**Family Practice and the Health Care System.** Addressing subjects related to the changing health care system, with particular focus on the influence of these changes in family practice.

**Brief Reports.** Providing for rapid publication of new ideas in clinical, education, or research areas, brief case reports, and preliminary results of clinical or educational research projects. Limited to four double-spaced manuscript pages with no abstracts required.

**Computers in Family Practice.** Applications of computer technology in family practice, particularly those by practicing family physicians.

**Family Practice Forum.** Exchange of opinion on issues relating to the developing specialty of family practice. Limited to four double-spaced manuscript pages with supporting references.

**MANUSCRIPT SUBMISSION.** Contributions will be considered for publication with the understanding that they are contributed solely to THE JOURNAL OF FAMILY PRACTICE and have not been previously published elsewhere. The original and two copies of the complete manuscript should be submitted. The two copies should be without author identification to allow for a blinded peer review. The transmittal letter should designate one author as correspondent. Authors are responsible for all statements made in their work. Accepted manuscripts become the permanent property of the journal. In the event that a manuscript is not accepted, the original and one copy will be returned to the author; one copy will be retained in the journal's files. Manuscripts should be submitted to: John P. Geyman, MD, Editor, The Journal of Family Practice, Department of Family Medicine, RF 30, School of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.

**Review and Action.** The corresponding author will be notified within six to eight weeks concerning the acceptability of a manuscript, but at times longer delays may be unavoidable. All accepted manuscripts are subject to copy editing. The corresponding author will receive page proofs for review. The author must return the page proof, with his approval or corrections, within 48 hours of receipt; after this time, no further changes may be made by the author. All correspondence regarding a manuscript should include the numerical designation assigned to it, eg, MS 21843.

**Reprints.** Authors will receive 50 free reprints of their articles. A reprint list will be sent to the corresponding author should additional reprints be desired. Instructions for ordering reprints will accompany the price list.

**Permissions.** Permission must be obtained from the author and the publisher for use of illustrations and tables from previously published works. Permission must be obtained before an article is submitted, and the letters of permission should accompany the manuscript. The source of material should be mentioned in an illustration legend or table footnote.

**MANUSCRIPT PREPARATION.** All copy must be typewritten, double-spaced, on 8 1/2 x 11 inch, heavy-duty white bond paper, with generous margins on each page—at least 1 1/2 inches at top, bottom, and left, and 1 inch at right. If a manuscript is typed by word processor, a letter-quality printer must be used; obvious dot matrix printout is not acceptable. The first page of the original manuscript should give the title of the article, name(s) and affiliation(s) of author(s), any acknowledgments, and the address to which requests for reprints should be sent. Tables should be short, specific, and clear, and subtitles may be used as desired. The second page should supply an abstract of not more than 200 words. The abstract replaces a summary and should be a factual (not descriptive) summary of the paper, including the principal conclusions of the article. All pages but the title page of the original manuscript should include a running head typed in the upper left-hand corner, consisting of a shortened form of the title and the surname of the senior author. The text should avoid extensive outline formats and be limited to an absolute maximum of 18 manuscript pages, including tables and figures. Generic drug names should be used. If for any reason the author wishes to cite the brand name of a drug, this can be inserted in parentheses after the generic name. Clinical laboratory data should be expressed in System International (SI) units followed in parentheses by conventional units, eg, hemoglobin 2.09 mmol/L (13.5 g/dL). A conversion table is available from the Editor upon request.

**References.** References will be critically examined at the time of editorial review. Personal communications should not be included. The journal abbreviation style of Index Medicus should be followed in preparing references. References should be numbered consecutively as they appear in the text and arranged in the order of citation, not alphabetically. References to a journal and a book are illustrated.


**Tables.** Tables should be self-explanatory, clearly organized, and supplemental to the text of the manuscript. Each table should include a title, be typed on a separate sheet, and be numbered in order of its appearance in the text. Tables should be used to compare or classify information for easier understanding and should not duplicate data included in the text or figures.

**Figures.** Figures should be used only if they clearly increase understanding of the text. Figures include all material that cannot be set in type, such as graphs, charts, line drawings, and tracings. All figures must be professionally prepared (usually 5 X 7) and submitted in duplicate. Only black-on-white glossy prints and black ink drawings will be accepted. Photocopies of original figures will not substitute. All figures should be unmounted. Each should have a gummed label on the back listing the figure number, title of manuscript, and author(s), with an arrow indicating the top. Figures should be numbered and cited in the text, and each should have a legend.

**Book Reviews.** Each issue will include a section featuring reviews of books of interest. Books for review should be sent to Claire Griebling, Assistant Editor, The Journal of Family Practice, Department of Family Medicine, RF 30, School of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195.